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1. Business purchasing management: what is it? Every company, whether a manufacturing or service company, large or small, has an organizational function of purchasing management in the company. This feature of managing purchases is important for a business to survive. Purchasing management in the company is by definition all processes that companies use to acquire, store and distribute the
materials and materials required for the operation of the company. The process of purchasing management in the company applies to the raw materials used in production as well as office supplies, parts for machine repair, etc. What is purchasing management in your company? Purchasing management in the company brings together a whole range of activities such as purchasing, contract management,
negotiations, transportation and logistics, distribution and storage, inventory, strategic planning, manufacturing, problem solving, vendor evaluation, etc.m. In smaller companies, there can be only one person with multiple purchasing management features in the company. The Business Purchasing Management IssuesE company's purchasing management function has gone from a conventional
purchasing/procurement function to a more strategic role. Purchasing management in the company has become a source of information, increases productivity, competitive positioning and customer satisfaction, contributes to image awareness, etc. Purchasing management enables us to explore business opportunities and implement the supply strategies that provide as much value as possible to the
company, its suppliers and customers. With current technology and the ever-increasing demand for day-to-day operations, Enterprise Purchasing Management also involves finding sources of product and/or service supply from international suppliers. A full understanding of the general concepts of business is very important for those who practise this profession. The operations of Purchasing Management
in the company have a direct impact on the profitability and operational success of a company. Decs, deceased, group, boy band, filip, 2be3, group, education, Balearic Islands, Mallorca, Spain 2. I/ The Business Purchasing FunctionSommaire of the dossier Back summary Purchasing function: policy and strategy for buying in shops Purchase purchase business General services Supplies and furniture
Techno and documents Automobile Travel Intangible purchaseS - History of business purchase feature Purchasing feature is not available recognised in undertakings for only thirty years. In a context of increased competitive pressure and the transition from a production economy, with high sales volumes, to a globalised economy, organizations have increasingly focused on their margins. Since sales
prices cannot grow indefinitely, purchases presented themselves as the most effective feature for maintaining and improving corporate margins. It is generally accepted that purchases account on average for 60% of the turnover of European companies. As a result, they automatically know their profit margins. A - 1. Vendor timeThe purchasing function has been developed in several stages, first in the
industry and then in the tertiary sector. The first step, which was quite administrative, was to create specialized positions in the monitoring of deliveries. These suppliers, still present today, must be particularly familiar with the terms of contracts with suppliers, but it is not generally their responsibility to refer them. It is only in a second time that the purchasing function, which we are braking today, took off.
Lacheteur has become the one looking for suppliers who can meet the company's needs in terms of quality, costs and time. It makes calls and negotiates the contract instead of the internal prescribers. A - 2. The professionalization of purchasingFiving from the late nineties, purchasing profession is experiencing an increased professionalization, due to the democratization of the Internet, new tools appear:
the-procurement and especially the-sourcing revolutionize the profession in terms of organization and funds. Lacheteur will be a cost-killer, a negative image that he will take several years to unravel. In the mid-2000s, tradesanoblit. In a difficult economic context, the company is what enables the company to maintain its margins, create strategic partnerships with suppliers and seek innovation. Finally, he is
lately the one who contributes to the good image of the company through the development of sustainable advertising policy. A - 3. From the purchase families conquering Lhis of the purchase function shows a gradual takeover by it of the different arrangement of the enterprise, often usually in conflict with the internal prescribers masters of arrangement and then in partnership with them. However, not all
purchasing families are still under functional control, especially in the universe of purchases that are not production (human resources, marketing, communication, etc.). Evolution continues in this direction even if buyers face great internal resistance and the understanding of certain suppliers. B - Business purchasing organisations 3. - 1. Centralized purchasing organizations Within a centralized
organization, purchasing is handled by a single management. This can be indicated for the general management of the company, which testifies to the strategic nature of the function, or to another management, usually the administrative and financial management. As purchases become more professional, buyers are obviously looking for more independence. The adjustment of general management is
often a sign of some maturity in the function, while the financial management authority shows that the company's purchasing strategy is primarily focused on cost reductions and less on the search for quality and innovationA centralised purchasing directorate handles both production purchases and non-production purchases. Thecollaborators can be shared by families of purchases, the most classic
configuration. Some organizations prefer to reason in project mode, with versatile buyers. Please note that some directions may also cover areas other than purchasing, such as general or lalogistic services. B - 2. Decentralized purchasing organizations Within the framework of a decentralised organization, purchases are directly linked to the management of the business unit. This type of organization is
more common in the industry. Far from the core functions, the purchases are no less strategic within their business unit because the teams are mainly based on production purchases. The same group may thus have several branches of purchase, without necessarily having any connection between them. Another example is locally managed production purchases but centralized non-production purchases
at headquarters. Finally, some large groups have set up a purchasing coordination directorate which, as an enumert sound, coordinates the purchase of business units on a number of projects that can be carried out jointly. INTERVIEW The buying profession is increasingly recognized in the companyPierre Pelouzet, chairman of the company of directors and buyers of France (Cdaf)© STUDIO GEOPierre
Pelouzet, chairman of the company of directors and buyers of France (Cdaf)Were purchasing directorates under as much pressure in 2010 as in 2009? Our economy is going through a difficult time. The branches and finances logically continued to remind buyers to control costs. The function is therefore always under pressure. But it is also very positive because it is a sign that our profession is becoming
increasingly recognised in organisations. The whole thing is not to fall into the caricature of cost-cutting, that is, the cost-cutting that everyone knows the limits of today. Have buyers gone too far to reduce costs? No. I think that the profession has matured a lot and that have sufficient elements to demonstrate to their general administration the damage to a short-term purchasing strategy. More and more
purchasing directions are now reasoning in full cost, seeking to establish partnership relationships with their strategic suppliers, trying to integrate sustainable and responsible purchasing criteria into their offerings, etc.2010 is an important year for Coaf, with the launch of a Charter of Good Conduct in the Ministry of Economy or the creation of small and medium-sized enterprises pact association ... 4. The
buying profession is increasingly recognised in companies. So it made sense that public powers were. The image of the buyers was very negative in the minds of our leaders and we fought hard to rehabilitate it. Today, we are gradually becoming a credible interlocutor with public authorities. The challenge is to remain present and to make the voice of buyers heard. The intervention of certain high-profile
figures has not valued the image of buyers. Isn't it registerable? Not at all. This type of intervention makes it possible to denounce bad practices or the irresponsible attitude of certain companies. The majority of buyers work in accordance with human rules and reports. But you will always have a small fringe, whose behavior is not acceptable, and it will often make the first page of the news. Another reason
to condemn it. Although, personally, my goal is to register in positive communication and to show all the added value of purchases in organizations.II/ Buyers in businessA - Portrait-robot by the author todayThe purchase function has been highly professionalized and has also been partially feminized for ten years. Today, buyers usually have a bac level of 5. And they are recruited as soon as they leave
school their profile is particularly sought after. Purchasing is internationalizing and companies need versatile, versatile, good communicators and english skills. However, not all buyers are in complex or international situations and some services require a bac level of 2 or 3.In terms of profiles, it is necessary to distinguish between purchasing managers and buyers. For the former, team management, the
strategic vision and the ability to negotiate internally are the first skills. In the latter, they have specialised expertise in markets and negotiations. It is also necessary to differentiate buyers according to the size of the company. In large accounts, the editor is part of a highly structured service, his responsibilities are much better defined and he specializes in activity, a trade. In a medium-sized company, he
already gets more responsibility. In a TPE it is multitasking. On the other hand, snow more and more fine computer tools dedicated to their function, part of the added value that the purchase has is to produce. dashboards, key performance indicators, and process formatting. Finally, due to his work together with the operator, technicians of the product to be purchased, he is a network man who keeps in
touch with his internal customers. B - Various functions in purchasingThere are many functions in the purchasing area. In companies, however, two large families can be found: production buyers and non-production buyers. Retail buyers, for their part, represent their own family. This is also the case in the public space where the function becomes professional. Historically, production buyers have appeared
first in organizations. Since production purchases are considered to be strategic, industrial buyers enjoy a certain status within the purchasing departments. As the function evolved quickly, new titles appeared. The importance of low-cost countries for purchasing strategies, for example, has led to the development of responsible international purchasing. The rise of the quality concept has given rise to the
emergence of the function of quality manager of purchasing. Lawyers specializing in purchasing have also appeared. 5. Non-production buyers, on the other hand, are becoming increasingly important in purchasing organisations. The companies realized that there was potential for disadvantages of buying families that had never been discovered before. At the top of the organization, the purchasing
director is responsible for managing the entire function and getting in touch with the general management or production manager. C - Purchasing trainingWhat is initial or continuous, the training has seen its offering grow strongly in recent years in parallel with the increase in function in companies. The graduate of the master's degree or specialized type, after a school of engineering or business, are the
most sought after diploma speaking recruiters. The masters, representing little or no to the former university DESS, are academics issued in the name of the state. The Specialized Masters (MS), on the other hand, are courses recognised by the state and have been labelled by the Conference of Large Schools, an association that includes a number of higher education institutions. Today there are about
thirty such diplomas. On the other hand, the number of MBA (Master Business Administration) specialized purchases counts on the fingers of one hand. Aimed at high-level managers, they are still very reputable formations. It should be noted that there are also professional licences specialising in purchasing, which are still professionals in the service, but tend to grow. III/ The lacte dachat purchase
process is the result of several operational tasks performed chronologically. The procurement process can be divided into six important phases: defining needs, finding suppliers, launching a delivery, enclosing offers, negotiating and concluding contracts. Each phase must be approached with rigour and methodology. Throughout this process, the author must be on listening to his internal prescribers to
identify their needs. It must also effectively monitor and manage relationships with its suppliers and anticipate potential risks. A - The definition of needsThis first step is to correctly define the product or service you want to buy, in line with the needs of the company. The preparation of a specification allows us to specify waiting for this product or service. The specifications are written either in detail or
functionally. In the first case, suppliers simply reply point by point. In the second case, the donor uses its ability to suggest solutions. Several topics can be displayed in the specifications. The context of the purchase allows vendors to have a clear vision of the game. A description of the characteristics of the product or service must be included. The specifications also set out the commercial conditions (cost,
objective, payment terms of currency invoicing, etc.) and specify the criteria that suppliers must meet in order to meet doffres, in order to better manage the risks The more precise conditions for the fees are specified and cover all the problems that may arise the more risks are reduced. The internal prescribers concerned must be involved in the preparation of these specifications. This is also a good
opportunity to improve internal communication. The picker has to ask himself if he just needs to. Does the internal client defy a fair need? Is there a risk of overquality, which leads to high and unnecessary costs? If so, cheesy must work with his in boring prescribers to better define the need, without accepting excessive demands and motivated by an expectation of absolute safety. 6.B - Searching for
vendorsA at this stage of the purchasing process, two hypotheses are possible. In the first, suppliers who can meet the needs are already part of the company's panel. In this case, the known, evaluated and risks are controlled. In the second hypothesis, the need has evolved and new suppliers must be sought. In this case, methods of sourcing and dhomologation of new suppliers should be used. The first
is to search for macroeconomic data. research is characterised by a geographical area to be explored, by the quality of the product (or service) from the definition of operational forecasts and, finally, by the product (or service itself). All these aspects need to be cross-reorsed and will allow identification of potential suppliers by country.- The second step is the collection of information. Potential vendors are
contacted and respond to requests for information (Request for information - RFI). If sourcing is international, foreign embassies and customs can provide information about suppliers' products.- The third step is to carry out a survey from all this information. But this work can be extremely long and sensitive. When suppliers are targeted, they must be certified before they can be consulted. Lhomologation
passes through additional RFI and supplier audits. The purpose of this certification is to minimise financial risks, risks to technical reliability or logistical capacity. C - Lappel doffresC - 1. The project teamIn a traditional method of conversation, it is necessary to determine which employees will be responsible for the launch. Depending on the situation, this team is composed in different ways. In the case of a
centralized purchasing organization, the specialized carder concerned with the product or service launches calldoffres. As part of a strong decentralized organization, the conversation will be led by the leading cheater. In the case of non-strategic purchases delegated to users, the call may remain under their responsibility. C - 2. The documents to be providedSeversors are the file of an appeal- an
introductory letter presenting the context of the consultation and the intended objectives;- a recognition that suppliers must return,- a guide to the offer that provides the specific principles governing its conduct;- the specifications for products or services;- the conditions for the determination of a business relationship,- a questionnaire to collect general information about the supplier ,- a guide to answers that
specifies the materials to be used, the standard forms, the response times... 7. - attachments, if any. All these documents should be sent to suppliers, either by mail or by e-mail. C - 3. The case of electronic doffre callsLappel doffres can also be launched via a de-sourcing solution. Publishers and service providers offer more and more efficient users. Default vendors appear online and submit their offers on
a dedicated portal. Through this automated process, the dryer saves considerable time to analyze its offerings and maintains a traceability. D - Lanalysis of offersOn the responses of suppliers received and validated, the buyer performs the multicriteria analysis of the offers to end up with a short list. The analysis of tenders usually takes place in two stages.- A first stage of preselection takes place on the
basis of criteria of elimination character. It can have a special technical skill, specific industrial equipment, geographical location, etc. It is therefore clear that a catering service provider based solely in Lyons will be excluded for a service in Paris. Suppliers who have passed the first step propose objectively compliant with the specifications.- The second step is to do an analysis with several criteria of the
remaining offers, in order to make a final choiceThis analysis must be formal and explicit. It will communicate on the final choice not only internally but also in the case of suppliers who have not been selected to be more competitive in the future. D - 1. The quality criterionThe first selection criterion is the quality of the product or service purchased, provided, of course, that the specifications are always well
respected. It is therefore necessary to master the product or service that is purchased perfectly. This is because companies like to work with suppliers whose manufacturing systems and quality practices are well defined. Certification on an ISO standard is often sleechered because it demonstrates the company's ability to meet the needs of its customers in an optimal way. D - 2. The total acquisition costThe
second criterion for selection is the total acquisition cost and commercial conditions. The author must check the cost structure of their suppliers by requesting detailed encryptions. The supplier must offer a competitive price compared to its competitors. The requested settlement conditions must be acceptable and the proposed incoterms (terms of the transaction) are advantageous depending on the
geographical situation. The total cost of procurement must also be competitive. D - 3. Delay testA third aspect is the delay. It must be so required and controlled. In a context where business planning is becoming increasingly tense, delivery, delivery and commissioning times are key criteria for selecting suppliers. The selected supplier therefore has the logistics system that makes it possible to deliver on
time and, if necessary, be able to store. D - 4. The other criteria 8. Certain criteria such as adaptability, financial security and the sustainability of the undertaking shall also be taken into account. Once the offers are analysed on the basis of these criteria, a few suppliers stand out and the market can engage in trade negotiations with those who best meet these criteria - NegotiationsThe negotiation can take
place in three phases: collecting information about the supplier, technically preparing the dossier and developing a strategy for - 1. Collection of informationBefore proposing a negotiation, it is necessary to collect information about the supplier, product, service and importance of the purchase to be carried out. For a licensed supplier, the originator has upstream certain elements of the latter such as its
market, the history of past purchases, evaluations and audits carried out. For a new supplier, the main points that need to be analysed are its financial situation, its competitive position, its forecasts of the activity and its production funds. As for the product, it is necessary to analyze the main characteristics, performance and its final positioning. It is also important to know the proportion of the company's
purchases that are included in the supplier's turnover. This will devalue the balance of power and use it as a lever. E - 2. Technical preparation of the actSee technical preparation of the act is to define the clauses to be negotiated and the objectives to be achieved. The cheater must identify the clauses that he can make concessions to the seller. Priorities should be prioritised in the negotiations and
realistic and ambitious targets must be set. For each point of the hearing, the author must prepare arguments to convince the supplier to improve his offer. To be effective, the arguments must be based on facts, data and demonstrations. E - 3. The definition of a negotiating strategyWhy opportunities can be offered to the cheater Or he chooses to handle the negotiation in bulk, which deals with all clauses
at the same time. Either he negotiates sequentially and the clauses to be negotiated are discussed one after the other. This last strategy is easier to master because the cheater does not pass the following clause until after reaching his goal. It is advisable to start with the simplest points and define by those who may have difficulties. As far as the negotiation itself is concerned, the speaker must lead the
debates and intervene first, in order to take care of how the interview is conducted that he will not have to let go. The conclusion makes it possible to summarise the agreements negotiated in order to obtain the explicit consent of thevendeur. Finally, he writes an account that both parties sign. F - ContractingThis phase of the procurement process is the result of the negotiation and comes after the final
selection of the director. It is a relatively simple step if the other phases went well. But we must be vigilant to avoid surprises after the signing of the contract. Construction consists of drawing up a purchase contract or purchase order between the company and the vendor. It is a legal link between the two parties. This contract covers all the terms of the contracts agreed at the time of the negotiation. 9. Each
contract must contain a number of essential elements. Parties entrepreneurs must be mentioned at the beginning of the document: the name of the company that buys, the supplier's and their addresses. The purpose of the contract, that is to say, the property or service purchased, must be included. The required quality is also indicated, often by attaching a file that addresses the specifications (material,
dimension...). The price, quantity, delivery date, late penalties, incoterms and the guarantee are subject to a special clause. A court must be elected to resolve deventuelslitiges. If necessary, it should be indicated whether there is a post-order follow-up procedure. In the event of a long duration, the duration must be specified as well as the conditions for termination or renewal of contracts. The signature of
the Agreement can only take place after both parties have approved the content. This signature is a commitment to comply with all clauses of the contract. AVIS DEXPERT Over-quality is the lack of moneyOlivier Wajnsztok, Deputy Director ofAgileBuyer© ARNAUD OLSZAKOlivier Wajnsztok, Deputy Director ofAgileBuyerLors of the development of specifications, internal customers are often in the habit of
requesting a quality of service or product superior to the real need of the company. It is both a way to expect, but also to secure their future deliveries. But overquality is above all a source of costs. In this sense, it is the lack of a buyer, especially since it is difficult to define, isolate and decipher, warns Olivier Wajnsztok, deputy director ofAgileBuyer. To avoid such a phenomenon, the author must convince
his internal customer that buying a cheaper product or service is necessarily synonymous with poor quality. Another argument is that we are meeting the budgets. It is necessary to explain to the internal customer that the savings achieved by avoiding overquality can be used to meet other needs more effectively, while ultimately respecting their budgets, explains Olivier Wajnsztok. Over-quality elitinates at
source, when defining the need. To do this, it is necessary to write a functional, not technical, loadcahier, where the need is defined in terms of goals and results to achieve. This allows suppliers to be a force of proposals to respond in the most optimal way to the requirements of the company.IV / Purchasing policies and strategiesExcept for the improvement of the economic performance of purchasing,
innovation and sustainable development, a purchasing directorate must focus on nticipation and risk management. Any decision will give priority to strategic priorities. They aim to define the procedures to be tried and tested with internal clients. They also enable the implementation of action plans and the setting of business objectives for buyers and suppliers. A - Costs, quality and deadlinesA - Cost
strategiesIf the main focus is often to reduce costs, purchasing directorates may also try to allocate their expenses further. Several approaches are possible. When the company has several subsidiaries or sites, the globalisation of purchases is a way to order particularly large volumes. It is a bargaining power for suppliers. Purchasing management must therefore issue decisions that allow coordination and
monitoring of this coverage Purchasing management may decide to go beyond a simple relationship with its suppliers on the 10th more important. A partnership or co-development policy can therefore be deployed. If they do, the err must be concerned about better control over the cost structure and deepen the company's knowledge of the strategy, organization and processes of these suppliers.
Lexternalization is a leverage used by companies to increase their competitive advantage. After an analysis of the company's value chain, purchasing management must decide whether to use prestataries for certain low-value-added activities. If it is necessary to dexternalize, the dedicated solutions must be defined and especially their girth. In a globalised world where companies have to be competitive,
purchasing departments often have no choice but to turn to low-cost countries (LCC). They therefore define policies and policies that can increase their expertise and local visibility in these countries. Some directorates may even have indicators related to purchases made in low-cost countries, as they indicate a minimum percentage of purchases for their buyers in those countries. Quality strategiesSee-
related quality decisions describe the quality assurance system suppliers to be developed. They aim to avoid non-quality. Thus, guidance on the follow-up of suppliers must be provided. Audits and action plans should be considered in operational operations. A - 3. Delay-related strategiesCompliance with the announced deadlines but also the ability to adapt to the imponderables are the main goals of the
purchasing departments. They must therefore be concerned about controlling the logistical flow of suppliers, their ability to store and handle last-minute deliveries. B - Supplier Panel StrategiesB - 1 . The identification of good suppliersLun of the goals of the purchasing directorates is to take a proactive approach to managing the suppliers. This includes streamlining the panel. Managing your tile determines
which are the best suppliers in a particular purchasing segment. Answering the question of what is a is very difficult. A good provider is not necessarily the one offered by the best price at the last call. Describing what makes a good supplier a buying family is first and foremost about understanding the competitiveness levers and its cost components. It is a complete and complex exercise. Depending on the
competitive state of the market, the technicality of the product, the number of references involved, the risks involved and the strategic vision of suppliers, suppliers can be categorised differently. A preferred partner is a supplier who has a technical and technical mastery of a product or service. Its strategic vision is consistent with that of the company, especially thanks to innovation. As a result, it becomes a
partner with whom to share risks and profits. However, a global vendor will be a vendor that offers several types of products or services in its catalog. Large purchasing volumes can be grouped at home. There are also good local suppliers, as well as risky suppliers, the risk can relate to issues such as quality, financial stability or dependence on purchasing. B - 2. Rationalization of supplier panel 11. Once
implemented, streamlining the panel generates many benefits. Among the additional gains, the globalization of buying volumes puts the market in a better negotiating position. Administrative costs associated with the management of a large number of suppliers are disappearing. In the longer term, the reduction generally strengthens relations with the remaining partners. A basic method for streamlining the
Vendor panel is the Activity BasedCosting (ABC) method. The latter distinguishes three purchasing segments: the first, which accounts for 80% of purchases for only 20% of suppliers, the second comprising 15% of purchases for 20% of suppliers, and finally the third where 60% of the suppliers in the panel represent only 5% of the volume of purchases. The rationalization then takes place on this third
segment. Purchasing directorates must therefore identify from the databases the least ordered products in the last two years and isolate the first suppliers to be disposed of. It is also possible to ask a Tier 1 provider to directly manage the relationship with a Tier 2 provider. However, this is still a cumbersome process. Anoter that purchasing management must provide guidance on the criteria for eliminating
dupanel suppliers in order to avoid contractual problems in the event of undue avoidance. C - The search for linnovationLune of the added value of the purchasing function is to discover innovation among suppliers, as it establishes a significant competitive advantage for companies. The challenge is to go beyond the strict analysis of each supplier's costs in order to analyse the value it provides
development of the company. The purchasing department has to put up a technological clock upstream. It is necessary to highlight suppliers with a strategic vision that is compatible with that of the company, which can be initiated in the area and testify to sufficient financial solidity. This watch should allow the construction of the de-carography of the supplier/technology pair. This upstream work has paid off
because, when the choice is made, a good knowledge of the partner makes the relationship more efficient and improves lanticipation of future development. Purchasing management must also encourage suppliers when appointing products or services. If it traditionally integrates suppliers during the development phase, it benefits from involving them further up the stage. First of all, this approach allows for
better control of costs and targets, but also to reduce development times by integrating more constraints and solutions from the outset. In addition, this engagement improves the success rate of launches by better anticipating risks on the part of suppliers. D - Sustainable development Sustainability is a new goal for purchasing departments derived from the strategy. It generally covers the social (or social)
and environmental responsibility of the enterprise. In procurement, its scope sits specific. In order to be in line with the principles of sustainable development, the purchasing department must ensure that suppliers are aggressive in terms of social practices and respect for the environment. Through hearings, it must validate their practices objectively. How? Thanks to devaluation networks consisting of
precise criteria and integrated into procurement procedures. The purchasing department must ensure the development of a purchasing and sustainable development charter for suppliers. This document generally contains dethic rules to follow between buyers and suppliers. It also aims to encourage ecodesign and environmental consistency, but also to encourage suppliers to comply with international
labour organisation legislation and conventions. DEXPERT AVIS The reduction of the supplier panel has its own limits 12. Charlotte Mathiaud, consultant at AgileBuyerThe reduction of the supplier panel is a relatively effective technique for reducing costs, but to achieve success it must also resonate with internal customers. Above all, we need to explain to them that the reduction in the supplier panel will
enable them to develop more in-depth and special relationships with a few partners and thus benefit from more innovations in relation to competition, says Charlotte Mathiaud, consultant at AgileBuyer. However, buyers have aware of the limitations of such a strategy. For example, when it comes to purchasing IT services, reducing the supplier panel requires working with generalist companies rather than
specialists in a sector or technology, says the consultant. More generally, the reduction of suppliers means a loss of diversity within the panel. It is therefore up to the purchasing departments not to go too far in this perspective. AVIS DEXPERT Responsible Purchasing Must Be Presented as a Competitive AdvantageElodie Ziegler, senior consultant at AgileBuyer For a few years, a number of companies
have adopted a charter to promote sustainable and/or responsible purchasing. A document that addresses the broad principles of international conventions in respect for human and labour rights, but not only. Some bylaws encourage the implementation of progress plans between the colored donor and its suppliers to improve the social responsibility of each party, explains ElodieZiegler, senior consultant
at AgileBuyer. For the latter, no provision is superfluous, although the charter plans are often generalistic. The problem often arises from the fact that it is very difficult to confirm that these principles are well respected throughout the production chain, especially among the suppliers of their own suppliers. Therefore, do these statutes have any real scope? Yes, according to Elodie Ziegler. But provided that
the purchasing and communications department presented them and put responsible purchasing a competitive advantage for the company, she concludes. V/ Purchasing toolsa - Piloting Software 13. The most popular driving software in purchaseis ... Excel! In fact, more than 60% of buyers use Microsoft's famous app daily to design dashboards and other activity reports (source: Demos Survey/Purchasing
Decision 2010). The main advantage: the simple simplicity of using a dispersion sorvator. On the other hand, such a solution does not meet the sometimes complex needs of a purchasing directorate, especially when it comes to entering, sharing and acting information In the same way, ERPs and Business Intelligence software can dextraire a certain number of tasks and to analythetize the costs of the
company. However, the information returned, mainly accounting, is not directly usable by buyers and their interpretation proves complicated. However, to overcome these difficulties, there is software dedicated to the purchasing feature. A - 1. Purchasing data consolidation softwareWho buys what and at what price? Data consolidation software allows a purchasing management to know exactly the nature
and amount of company expenses. It seems obvious unneophyte and yet, in fact, buyers often have difficulty determining the volumes of purchases by family, structure or geographical area So much data is essential for distributing all shopping processes. The use of a data consolidation software (Spend Analysis) solves this recurring problem. With just a few clicks, the company knows, from supplier
invoices, that purchases according to the classification of what will be defined The data is consolidated into destableaux which can then be analyzed by buyers. Beware, however, SpendAnalysis software does not detect billing errors and has a significant margin of error, especially in the non-production area where small incorrect invoices are numerous. A - 2. Purchasing management softwareIn about 32%
of companies report using driver software dedicated to the purchasing function (source Demos study / Buying decision 2010). These programs help centralize data, share information, and increase business spending. They provide a whole battery of indicators and destatistics of family purchases or per collaborator (number of call offers, contact history, etc.). They can thus explain the performance of each
buyer (savings generated, respect for plans, etc.) and to make corrections if necessary. The rollout of a piloting software is therefore a sign of an increased professionalization of the purchasing function of the company. B - BuyingLike its name, the purchase is set to use a number of programs and technologies related to the Internet. It covers the actual purchasing process (e-sourcing) but also the
procurement process (e-procurement). B - 1. The sourcing-sourcing software consists of several modules that follow, little or none, all steps in a traditional purchasing process. For example, a module set up by the company will allow all buyers to define their needs according to a method predefined by the purchasing department. There are also RFI (Request for Information) modules, which allow a buyer to
provide information to their suppliers, from the modules of RFQ (Request for Quotation), otherwise to online e-offered e-led modules. But the most famous applications of sourcing remain online bidding modules, more commonly referred to as reverse auctions. A formidable efficiency, these modules allow suppliers to be competitive, vibrant and in a limited time. It is up to them to offer a good offer, based on
an index and not necessarily on a price, the lowest. 14.B - 2. The platforms procurement enables automatic supply management. All purchase requests, based on employees, are thus formalized via a special module. select the products and services they want to purchase from the business catalogues. Authorization and validation systems can be deployed, especially if products or services are not
referenced by the purchasing department. Reconciliation and invoice control software help prevent payment problems. C - The implementation of change Regardless of solution deployed, the implementation of change is an important step to ensure the success of all projects, especially in the purchasing universe. A common mistake is to want toimple a complete software suite, without worrying about the
maturity of the company's purchases, the knowledge and state of mind of its buyers. The first rule is therefore based on the existence and key processes of the company, not the market offering. However, it is necessary to be careful to set realistic goals because resistance to change is always very present when the adoption of a new software.Informing its purchase is to define a new method, standard and
shared by all buyers of the company. In addition to the purely technical aspect, IS purchasing represents a real revolution from an organisational and leading point of view. In order to succeed in such a project, it is therefore necessary to establish a plan for the distribution and, in particular, the adoption of software purchases. This one must be pro-aggressive. Firstly, the aim is to have the basic modules si-
purchasing adopted by as many people as possible. Second, more experienced and voluntary buyers are testing more advanced features, such as reverse auctions if the company didn't practice them until then. Finally, in a third phase, this plan can provide for the use of most of the software modules of all buyers. The introduction of an SI purchase is usually entrusted to a project team whose role is to
educate, involve and ultimately educate buyers. Not to mention the vendors, who will need to use some features. In fact, if the suppliers are not well prepared, the expansion of the project and the adoption of the software is unlikely to succeed. Furthermore, the application of senior management or intermediate management is an often underestimated success factor. The application of a member of the
Executive Committee is undeniably a plus, provided it is constant. Finally, good communication is the cornerstone of a successful project. The game here is to buy better, not necessarily cheaper. And yet, cost savings are often a talk given to buyers. To do this, it is useful to build a dashboard whose indicators (number of trained people, processed purchase families, features used, etc.) follow the rollout of
the software and its adoption of users. Meetings then quarterly, debriefs after the use of certain features, booster bite during a semiannual or annual training, review, newsletter, etc. The means of communication available to the purchasing directorates do not. It remains to be found those that best suit each company. Company.
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